Tap Dance w/ Tom

**Beginners:** Participant learns the basic of tap dance through simple repetitions and movement sequences or short combinations using taps, heels, toes, and gradually incorporating pivots, half-turns, flaps, shuffles (and more!) into short choreographies geared towards the individuals learning capacity, at the same time matching & increasing their own potential growth through the groups dynamic.

**Intermediate:** 10-20 minutes warmup, 40 minutes are then spent learning various choreographies geared to the level of the participant, while graduating in an order to achieve a more expansive knowledge of the art form.

**When:** Mondays (Inter.)

3:15pm-4:15pm

Wednesdays (Inter.) 3:15pm-4:15pm

Wednesdays (Begin.) 4:30pm-5:30pm

Fees: Resident— $70 (10-Visit pass)

Non—Resident— $80 (10– visit pass)

Single class visit—$10

*Pass can be used for Tap dance classes.

/playfortlauderdale  @playlauderdale